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BackgroundBackground

Australian fiscal policy is based on a mediumAustralian fiscal policy is based on a medium--
term framework designed to ensure budget term framework designed to ensure budget 
balance over the cyclebalance over the cycle
The paper does not attempt to ascertain the The paper does not attempt to ascertain the 
total effectiveness of fiscal policytotal effectiveness of fiscal policy
It focuses on private sector saving offsets and It focuses on private sector saving offsets and 
interest rate effects which may reduce the interest rate effects which may reduce the 
effectiveness of policyeffectiveness of policy



Brief summaryBrief summary
This article examines the appropriate use of 
fiscal policy in the presence of private savings 
and interest rate offsets.
Fiscal policy and Savings offsets

Fiscal policy and interest rates
- Conventional view of the effect of fiscal policy

- Ricardian equivalence



Main points & findingsMain points & findings

In In ““fiscal policy and savings offsetfiscal policy and savings offset”” sectionsection
Testing Testing RicardianRicardian equivalence:equivalence:

private savings & government savingsprivate savings & government savings
1. private savings offset of around 1/3 to short1. private savings offset of around 1/3 to short--

term changes in general government savings.term changes in general government savings.
2. Long2. Long--term statistically relationship could not be term statistically relationship could not be 

established between the two variablesestablished between the two variables



EvidenceEvidence



In In ““fiscal policy and savings offsetfiscal policy and savings offset”” sectionsection
Testing: are Structural or Cyclical changes more Testing: are Structural or Cyclical changes more 

pronounced?pronounced?
1. Structural changes aimed at influencing aggregate 1. Structural changes aimed at influencing aggregate 
demand are likely to be offset somewhat by private demand are likely to be offset somewhat by private 
sector savings responses.sector savings responses.
2. Cyclical changes is unlikely to provoke private 2. Cyclical changes is unlikely to provoke private 
savings offsetssavings offsets
=> Cyclical changes are more pronounced.=> Cyclical changes are more pronounced.



EvidenceEvidence



Main points & findingsMain points & findings

In In ““fiscal policy and interest ratesfiscal policy and interest rates”” sectionsection
1. For the long1. For the long--term levels component the fiscal stock term levels component the fiscal stock 
variable (for example, stock of public debt) and real GDP variable (for example, stock of public debt) and real GDP 
growth were large enough to suggest there may exist a growth were large enough to suggest there may exist a 
‘‘meaningfulmeaningful’’ relationship between these variables and the relationship between these variables and the 
interest margin.interest margin.
2. For the short2. For the short--term changes component, only the term changes component, only the 
fiscal flow variables (for example headline balance or fiscal flow variables (for example headline balance or 
structural balance) were statistically significant.structural balance) were statistically significant.



EvidenceEvidence



ConclusionConclusion

Based on above finding:
Private sector savings offsets effect and 
Increasing interest rates in response to higher 

budget deficits
it can conclude - fiscal policy is less effective



Strengths            WeaknessesStrengths            Weaknesses

Enough evidence to 
prove the existence of a 
substantial private 
savings offset.

Coefficients belong to an Coefficients belong to an 
era of higher debt, lack era of higher debt, lack 
low debt discussion.low debt discussion.


